
Choose to log in with either Google or Facebook. This will be how you log in every time! Yay security!

This will take you to the initial welcome screen, which will display your characters (if you have any)

Go to the "Character Manager" tab at the top of the page.

Fill in all of the information on this page if you haven't done so already.
You cannot check into game until you have filled out the following:-Name**-Email Address-Phone Number-Emergency Contact Person-Emergency Phone Number

if you go by "Sam" instead of "Samantha" or "Pat", or generally use a name other than your legal name in a common way, go nuts. We need this name mostly to match you to payments you make via PayPal, emails you submit, and in the event of an emergency, to contact your emergency contact or togive to the paramedics. If you put in a name like "KangarooDon312" or "Sgt Killer von FakeName", expect logistics to check that that's a realish name. We aren't the name police by any means, we just want to refer toyou out of game by something that's reasonable.

**This should be a "relatively" real name, not a character name. For example,

When you are done, hit "Submit Changes"
Now, on to the fun stuff!Hit the "Hive Points" button on the submenu or click "Current Hive Points"

This is where you can spend your amazing HIVE POINTS!
Hive points can be spent on XP, Credits, and a number of other things.
To spend HP on XP, simply click the "Buy XP" button.

(if you have multiple characters), and where this money should comefrom. This is an in-game explanation for where you got this money (I sold some scrap I found on a salvage, I was given a small bonus for

To buy credits, choose how many credits to purchase, who to give them to
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When you finish, head back to "Player Info" and you can see the logs filled in at the bottom of the page!

To continue with the Walkthroughs, look at the Character Creation Walkthrough and theRegistration Walkthrough!

(if you have multiple characters), and where this money should comefrom. This is an in-game explanation for where you got this money (I sold some scrap I found on a salvage, I was given a small bonus forhunting bugs, Mum sent money from home…). Feel free to include amessage, which will show up in your transfer log in game. Then buycredits.

To buy credits, choose how many credits to purchase, who to give them to

your expenditures. This will also track Hive Points credited to you bydonations.
When you are done, these will show up in the Hive Points Log so you can track
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